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Fire emblem three houses bernadetta tea answers

Final peak: Compliments. Â Still â€" working on completing all the tea party events, so stay tuned for updates. Alois conversation tees: Â Equipment maintenance, past laughs, Â counting on you. Now that you know how to invite students to Tea Time, we need to start talking about the answers you will need to know to pull each interaction. You can
organize tea parties to get to know each character better. Raphael TÃ³picos of the conversation: A strong battalion, confive allies, you seem fine. Final peak: Flushing. Learn everything you need to know to throw a successful tea party in Fire Emblem: Three Houses. Tepicos of the unsuccessful conversation: Â Â Counting on you, overcoming the
weaknesses and security of the monastery. TÃ³picos of Hubert's conversation: Monastery©mists, monastery rules, successful plots. How to start a tea party If you want to attend the tea parties, then you will first need to unlock the ability to invite students to the ground during their free days. Tepics of the Ashe conversation: Shareable snacks, a place
you â€" would like to visit. Â Â Also to©thank our friends at AllGamers for helping us fill in some of the gaps in our list. To make the list easy to follow, we split each characterÂ Â Â Â, as well as include any additional information about the final dates, as well as your favorite tea if we could©figure it out. After receiving the set of tea, locate and talk to
Lorenz of Golden Deer House. Tepicos of the conversation about Marianne: Children in the market, tell me about you, the existence of prisons, strange fish in the pond, monastery rules, monastery mystities©, overcome weaknesses. Leonie Chat: Working together, places you like to visit, you're doing a great job, classes you can enjoy,©monastery
mists, the last battleÂ passions, favorite sweets, potential training partners. Linhardt Linhardt Talk Cats, the art of napping, gifts you¢ÃÂÂd like to receive. Keep in mind that inviting students will cost one of your Activity Points for the day, so make sure you have plenty before starting up the process. Catherine Conversation topics: Equipment upkeep,
working hours for guards, and a strong battalion. Bernadetta Conversation topics: Shareable snacks, things that bother you. One of the most effective, though, is to invite different students out to a Tea Time tea party, where you¢ÃÂÂll be able to interact with them one on one. Petra Conversation topics: A strong battalion, swimming in the ocean,
someone you look up to, potential training partners, tell me about yourself. Hilda Conversation topics: First crushes, dinner invitation, dreamy knights, things you find romantic. In this guide, we¢ÃÂÂll break down the answers that you need to know and lay them out plainly so that you know exactly how to succeed at your next tea time party. End
topic: Nod. Before we get started, it is worth noting that this guide will be a constant work in progress. There are several different ways that you¢ÃÂÂll be able to build up your support relationship and friendship with the various characters in Fire Emblem: Three Houses. Now that you know how to successfully complete all of the Tea Time
interactions in Fire Emblem: Three Houses, you should be sure to check out some of our other handy guides, like our article on the max level cap, or even our guide on how to get all Hero Relic weapons. In order to make these tea parties successful, you¢ÃÂÂre going to need to know what each character likes, as well as what answers to use during
the conversation with them. We¢ÃÂÂll continue to update this guide with new information as we obtain it, so make sure you check back often for the most up-to-date answers and info. Ignatz Conversation topics: You seem well, first crushes. Edelgard Conversation topics: Our first meeting, capable comrades, and future. Ultimate peak: don't laugh.
Dorothea's conversation alums: Knights, potential training partners, thanks for everything..., cute monks, things you find romantic. You can participate in the time of the tea with all the students and characters in the emblem of fire: three houses. Ferdinand Talks: Potential Training Partners, Future of Fodland, Plans for the Future, Evaluating Allies,
Card racing Moms, Dining Partners. During the first chapters of the game, you will receive a mission during your exploration of the monastery to offer a set of tea to one of the students. Xamiros conversation al-ores: reliable allies, equipment maintenance. Teastos of caspar conversation: a dinner invitation, mãtodos©to grow taller, past laughs,
someone©you look at, and food. Favorite: Hour ly. There are some characters in the emblem of fire: three houses, and inviting them to all parts of the tea will take time. Keep in mind that you can invite any of the students in Fire Emblem: three houses to come join a tea party, then venture out and start making friends now. Favorite: Albinean Berry
Blend Flayn Chatter: Dreamy Knights, Perfect Recipes, Library Collection. This will complete the mission and allow you to start inviting others to the time of the time. Manuella's conversation allots: past laughs, relaxing in the sauna, racing cards of members, gifts you'd like to receive. If you complete this mission, you will automatically unlock the
option of inviting other characters to the tea. plain.
An initial list of advice box notes for each character in Fire Emblem: Three Houses.The advice box will become available in the 6th Month (Garland Moon.) … 22/09/2020 · This tier list will show who are the best units in Fire Emblem Three Houses (FE3H). Here we will rank each character and list their advantages and disadvantages over other units.
Fire Emblem: Three Houses (FE3H) Guide & Walkthrough Wiki 28/08/2020 · This is a guide to which class is best for each character in Fire Emblem Three Houses (FE3H). We listed down all the characters and the best possible classes for them and explain the advantages and disadvantages of doing so. 18/09/2020 · A list of dialogue choices in Fire
Emblem: Three Houses covering both in-game cutscenes and free exploration dialogues. For free exploration dialogue, locate these characters within Garreg Mach Monastery or Abyss. Talk to them and … 12/09/2020 · During a stream of Fire Emblem: Three Houses, Kiara was so upset over Jeralt's death at the hands of Kronya that the second she
saw her in a follow-up scene, was about to call her a "fucking whore" but cut herself off at the second word since it would be a … 28/07/2019 · One of the key elements in more recent Fire Emblem titles is the Support system, and Fire Emblem: Three Houses expands on this system through several dialogue choices throughout the game. Fire Emblem:
Three Houses; Fire Emblem Echoes: Shadows of Valentia; Fire Emblem Fates; ... Bernadetta: I decided to watch you from a distance, to learn from you. But your presence is, um...intimidating. ... Constance: All of the answers you seek are tied to House Nuvelle's origins. Close to a thousand years ago, Saint Noa parted ways with Saint ...
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